BSF WINS THE HONOUR OF BEST MARCHING CONTINGENT AT REPUBLIC DAY PARADE

Adding a new feather to the Border Security Force, its Republic Day marching contingent has been adjudged the best in 67th Republic Day parade at the Rajpath, New Delhi. This feat has been achieved in the Paramilitary and other Services category. The marching contingent of the world’s largest border guarding force bagged the top position with its excellent turn out and well synchronized & smart march. The parade was commanded by Shri Arvind Giri, Deputy Commandant.

Apart from its regular marching contingent, BSF’s daredevil Motor Cycle contingent and its Camel Contingent is also quite famous among the masses. Before this, BSF has won this laurel in the year 2012. Director General BSF Shri D K Pathak has congratulated the foot contingent for achieving this laurel for the force.